Thursday-Community Helpers Day 4

1. Morning Work- Have your child write their name on sheet. If you were not able to print, write your name in green over yellow.

IB: Walk around outside your house and see evidence of spring
   Maybe some grass is growing, birds are making a nest, they see little popups of greenery (like hostas starting to come, small bloom pods starting on a tree, etc.) Answer the SeeSaw Post about how you see spring.

3. Read a book about a food helper. (farmer, grocery store worker, & restaurant worker)

4. Choose at least one or two of the following activities and then post pictures to SeeSaw
   A. Fill your kitchen sink with clean water. Wash your family fruits & vegetables. Wipe them gently in the water and put them on a clean towel to dry.
   B. Food and Farmer start with the letter F. Look around the house and find things that also start with the letter F.
   C. Cut the front of a cereal box into a puzzle (Mom & Dad may need to help cut). Make all different shapes. Then put together.
   D. Be a food helper, too. What can you do to help prepare the next meal? Maybe you can make a sandwich, fill the glasses with water, or set the table.
   E. Pretend Restaurant- Set up restaurant. Use a table cloth and make menus. Write down orders on a notepad. Don’t forget we need a chef.
   F. Lots of farmers ride horses. You can trot, gallop, and jump like a horse while listening to the song attached. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BC48yp-9V0I
   G. Sing this fun song https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r5WLXZspD1M
   H. Gather play food that you may have at home. Can you sort different ways? Sort into fruits & vegetables? Sort by size?

5. Complete SeeSaw Activities

6. Calendar
   A. Sing Months of the Year- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5enDDrWyxaw
   B. Sing Days of the Week- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKqAbLcwFOA
   C. Count Days (What is our new pattern will be?)
   D. Count to 100 with Jack Hartmann. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1dkPou1WCyc
   E. Count to 100 by 5 and 10.

7. Jolly Phonics-Our new letter is V this week. Sing the song. https://vimeo.com/106231366 (V is at 6:15)

8. We have Spanish today. Go to her page to see her plan.

9. Color a picture of something you did today in your Home Journal and post picture on SeeSaw.
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